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Short paper about ongoing research.

Abstract. The integration of Unmanned Aircraft Systems into the airspace
is a challenging, complex task for both operators and regulators. To en-
sure a safe and secure UAS integration, they should rely on wide variety
of dependable sub-systems, including a tracking and position reporting
system. This paper proposes a system architecture for tracking and po-
sition reporting of UAS in very-low level airspace. The system leverages
low-latency communications and distributed computing to offer highly
available, consistent tracking information. Preliminary results suggest
that our approach is especially useful for the traffic management and
operations in densely populated areas.
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1 Introduction

Recently, there has been increasing interest in Unmanned Aircraft Systems
(UAS) for many real-life, civilian applications [1], including real-time monitor-
ing, remote sensing, search and rescue, agriculture services and delivery of goods.
In addition, a rapid growth in the number of drones in activity is expected, es-
pecially at very low-altitude of airspace with high demand in densely populated
areas [2]. For instance, a recent study [3] forecasts that 98% of the aircraft op-
erating in the airspace of Paris by 2035 will be autonomous. The integration of
UAS will certainly result in fundamental changes of the air traffic management
(ATM). Consequently, there is a need for the design of an Unmanned Traffic
Management (UTM) system that will be able to manage a large number of
autonomous vehicles in a safe and efficient manner.

One of the key components of the emerging UTM system is the the capa-
bility to track the vehicles’ positions. Currently, tracking and position reporting
of aircraft relies on long-range radio communications. Unfortunately, a large
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number of vehicles communicating through conventional radio frequencies (RF)
in densely populated areas is likely to incur mutual interference and, conse-
quently, poor performance. One way of reducing interference is to limit the range
of the wireless radio but, which in conjunction with the limitation introduced
by the buildings, it can render systems such as Automatic Dependent Surveil-
lance–Broadcast (ADS-B) unfeasible. Furthermore, it remains unclear how the
current ATM systems could be redesigned to enforce highly available, consistent
position reporting to meet safety and performance requirements of novel UTM
systems.

This study aims to investigate the feasibility of a novel tracking and position
reporting system that could replace ADS-B in the context of UTM and UAS.
The rational behind it is two-fold. First, the new system should allow small
autonomous vehicles to communicate with low-cost, low-footprint, short range
wireless interfaces and broadcast real-time data with local stations in the vicin-
ity. Second, the system should rely on distributed computing techniques to share
positioning data of vehicles with high availability and strong consistency, allow-
ing even aircraft which are beyond line of sight to have updated information,
ensuring proper functionality of their own applications.

Fig. 1: Distributed UTM Data Service

In this paper, we introduce a system architecture to reach the aforementioned
design goals by deploying a distributed tracking and position reporting system
throughout stations of Radio Access Network cloudlets, as depicted in Figure 1.
The architecture provides performance requirements, such as low-latency, high-
throughput data exchange thanks to 5G’s communication capability. To meet
consistent, highly available positioning data sharing, our architecture leverages
the functionalities of a strongly consistent distributed key-value store. Prelimi-
nary results based on mobile systems’ emulation suggest that this architecture
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meets both performance and safety requirements of emerging UTM’s tracking
and position reporting system.

2 State of the Art

2.1 Unmanned Traffic Management

The rapid expansion of the market of small UAS has created new risks for
civil aviation [4][3]. That increases the need for regulation and deployment of a
fully functional UTM [5]. Some governmental agencies have been more promi-
nent in UTM proposals, such as USA with NASA/FAA and European Union’s
SESAR/U-space. In [6], the author described NASA’s research initiative related
to the concept of operations (ConOps). NASA established a research platform
which is used together with their partners to test and evaluate the challenges and
solutions proposed for each of the technical capabilities associated with UTM.
For NASA/FAA the UTM is set to evolve incrementally according to technical
capability levels (TCL), and some research works have been conducted in order
to verify the full development and verification of TCL levels. In [7] flight tests
demonstrating the most basic TCL levels 1 and 2 were performed even with be-
yond visual-line-of-sight (BVLOS) for unpopulated areas. BVLOS in populated
areas is introduced in [8], where the authors performed a flight demonstration
of TCL3. In [9] the author demonstrates TCL4 capabilities using simulation
tools, and gave a high emphasis in safety by describing in details the SAFE50
architecture.

The framework on how a UTM system should work and the interaction be-
tween the stakeholders is not yet finalized [10] and many aspects are not clear in
order to achieve the highest levels of autonomy. However, the main proposed ar-
chitectures are composed of distinctive applications [11] such as sense and avoid
[12, ?,?,?], path planning [16, ?,?,?], which rely on the fact that trustable data
can be shared among stakeholders with low latency.

2.2 Aircraft Surveillance

A position tracking and reporting system is a crucial system for aircraft surveil-
lance. The Automatic Dependent Surveillance–Broadcast (ADS-B) is a service
present in aircraft4 that broadcasts relevant unencrypted data in real-time. It
aids radars in keeping updated and correct information about all the aircraft cur-
rently flying. With such information about all aircraft, air traffic management
(ATM) authorities can develop applications to improve security, and efficiency of
air transportation system and airports. Albeit not mandatory like ADS-B Out,
other aircraft can also receive broadcasts with ADS-B In and use the information
to build knowledge about its surroundings in order to improve conflicts avoid-
ance. Aircraft equipped with ADS-B equipment, periodically broadcast their call

4 Mandatory in many countries depending on aircraft weight or airspace class.
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sign, latitude and longitude, ground speed and flight number with signals mod-
ulated in 1090 MHz. Considering the importance systems like ADS-B have for
ATM, a similar technology is also expected to play an important role in UTM.
Unlike large aircraft, small UAVs are much harder to be detected with radars, in-
creasing the importance of a ADS-B like system. Previous works have proposed
ADS-B alternatives in the context of UTM as explored in [20]. The authors in
[21] and [22] proposed an architecture based in low-cost radio transferring data
to a central cloud, which does not solve the problem of fast replication across the
urban area for low latency and availability to all stakeholders. In [22] the author
proposes an ADS-B like system for UTM based on APRS, with is an approach
different to what is proposed in this work, since it is based on relatively long
range radio (40Km) with restricted throughput. In [13], the author proposed
a solution to inject the position data in the SSID of WiFi and the results has
shown that the proposed setup yielded reasonably low latency (under 125 ms)
and acceptable throughput (4 messages/s) under an experimental setup. By hav-
ing a secure ADS-B like data layer, applications such as presented in [15] where
the authors proposes a sense and avoid system that used ADS-B data as input,
can be built.

3 A Novel System Architecture for Tracking and Position
Reporting

Our system architecture is designed to enable fault-tolerant and efficient data
sharing for UTM stakeholders. The main blocks of this architecture are shown
in Figure 2. It is built on top of two key components: a distributed, strongly
consistent key-value store and the next-generation cellular communication tech-
nology. The distributed key-value store is composed of distributed UTM Data
Service (UDS) units spread across the urban area as shown in Figure 1. We
assume that UDSs are deployed in federated cloudlets interconnected through
low-latency mobile network, such as 5G or 6G[23]. In this section, we describe
the design of our architecture by focusing on the SMR protocol and the archi-
tecture’s API endpoints. We skip further details about the mobile network due
to space constraint.

3.1 State Machine Replication

To enable fault-tolerant, highly available key-value store, UDSs run state ma-
chine replication (SMR) protocol[24]. SMR is a technique to implement fault-
tolerant service by replicating servers and coordinating client interactions with
server replicas. In particular, stakeholders (e.g., service providers, operators and
vehicles) are clients and servers/replicas are UDSs. Our architecture leverages
etcd 5, a distributed, strongly-consistent key-value store, to run SMR. This dis-
tributed approach solves important problems of ADS-B [26], such as lack of fault
tolerance, data inconsistency, and unpredictable availability of shared data.

5 https://etcd.io/
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Fig. 2: Our System Architecture

3.2 API Endpoints

The API endpoints are used to put or get data from the system.

– ADS-B Transponder - A ADS-B receiver connected to the system can put
data from aircraft.

– Service Endpoint - The end-point that can be used by the UTM service
providers or operators to get the current and past state of the airspace via
restful API, time series or stream.

– UAS Endpoint - Used by UASs to put data in the system.

4 Experimental Evaluation

This section presents the performance evaluation of our system architecture using
MACE [27], an emulation framework to study, design and evaluate mobile Ad-
hoc applications. Figure 3 shows the emulation of our architecture with MACE
detailing how the main blocks communicate with each other.

Fig. 3: Emulation Architecture
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Table 2: Emulation Scenarios
Setting I II

Cloudlet Range 250m 250m

Number of cloudlets 4 10

Cloudlet Bitrate / Delay 433.3Mbps / 100us 433.3Mbps / 100us

UAS Range 90m 250m

Number of UASs 1 5

UAS Bitrate / Delay 54Mbps / 500us 54Mbps / 500us

To evaluate our architecture, a server representing a UDS was created for
each emulated cloudlet, while a client that broadcasts data via Ad-hoc wireless
links using UDP packets represents an UAS. The servers store the information
on a etcd server, which replicates the data to the other cloudlets. The clients
can communicate only with cloudlets in their radio reach, and the cloudlets
can communicate with each other via a multi-hop routing protocol. All our
experiments are performed on a Linux server whose configuration is described
in Table 1. Our empirical evaluation is split in two scenarios detailed in Table 2.

Table 1: Test Platform
Processor Manufacturer / Model: Intel /i7-8550U @ 4GHz
Number of cores 8
Memory 16GB DDR4
Emulator MACE
Operating System Linux Mint 20 x86 64bits
Routing Protocol B.A.T.M.A.N IV

In the first scenario, the main goal was to measure the latency between the
data broadcasting and full replication when there is only one static UAS. Due
to SMR protocol, the latency is different for each cloudlet. The mean values are
presented in Figure 4.

Fig. 4: Latency measurements with a single UAS
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We assume that ADS-B broadcasts 2 messages per second, and detect and
avoid / path planning algorithms usually run with frequencies ranging from 1Hz
to 2Hz. Therefore we consider that a latency measurement of 10ms to run the
SMR protocol to enable fault tolerance is a fairly acceptable overhead. A larger
number of etcd servers would increase the fault tolerance of the system but it
would incur higher latencies.

In the second scenario, the mobile UASs were configured with random mobil-
ity models and variable speeds to emulate a more realistic scenario. The cloudlets
were distributed to cover the whole area and the radio range of the UAS increased
so that they were in contact with at least one access point. Due to the random
nature of the mobility model, each emulation interaction yields different results,
but in Figure 4 a significant increase in the latency can be noticed due to the
number of replicas. It is important to highlight, that a small set of replicas is
enough to achieve a high availability and fault tolerance. Therefore, a placement
algorithm can be considered to select the correct place for the replicas. However,
it is important to note that an endpoint is still needed in each access point to
increase the coverage area.

5 Discussion and Limitation

The emulator helped us to implement and evaluate a very first prototype of our
proposal, providing quick, yet preliminary results. For instance, latency mea-
surements with many applications running in a single computer might skew the
results. The server implementation (i.e., an UDS unit) used a callback function
from a etcd library that was not designed to have low-latency capability, spe-
cially when running multiple requests simultaneously. In this preliminary study,
we also overlooked the impact of the number of replicas in the overall latency
while keeping a large number of access points. We also ignored the impact of
different failure models, including a Byzantine one. One important aspect of
such deployments is how they will act in presence of malicious actors, which
is a reasonable assumption for a open air platform with competing actors. We
believe that the target system could tolerate attacks such as Sybil attacks [28].
Alternatively, we could consider a distributed data store based on blockchain
technique in order to cope with Byzantine faults.

6 Conclusions

This work presents a novel tracking and position reporting system to enable
emerging UTM services for autonomous vehicles operating at very low level
airspace. Our preliminary performance evaluation shows that latency measure-
ments meet the expected UTM requirements, suggesting that our system ar-
chitecture is suitable for UAS in densely populated areas. The highly available,
distributed data store allows even vehicles that are hidden behind constructions
to be spotted by all stakeholders. In contrast to the current ADS-B, our archi-
tecture enable fast, fault-tolerant data sharing by design.
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